How to Solve
Your Contact Center
Challenges with RPA
Today’s Consumers
Demand Quality Service!
58%

88%
Won’t wait more
than 5 minutes for
service.

72%

67%

Won’t wait more
than 3 minutes for
service.

Admit to having
higher standards for
customer experience
than ever before.

Expect customer
service reps (CSRs)
“to already know
who they are, what
they've purchased.”

Consumers Will Pay
for High Quality Service
17%

Willing to pay a premium of
in exchange for “excellent service.”

80% Care equally about the customer

experience provided by a company as they
do about its products and services.

96% Say customer service

affects their brand loyalty.

Bad Customer Service
Has Consequences

56%

$62B
Negative customer experiences
cost US businesses a total of
$62 billion per year.

56% of consumers no longer
buy from a brand because of
a bad customer service
experience.

RPA Empowers Contact Centers
to Offer Superior Service, Boost
Sales, and Minimize Costs
Reduced Handling
Time

Lack of
Technology

60%

60% of CSRs say their
company doesn’t always give
employees the technology
needed to address customer
service challenges.

70%

Customer Satisfaction
Boosted

2 weeks

A major insurance company’s
call center cut its average
handling time by 70% with
Kryon Attended Automation.

Operating Expenses
Saved

After a contact center for a
subsidiary of insurance
company AIG began using
Kryon Unattended
Automation, one of its newly
automated processes saved
its team an estimated 2
weeks per month – while
boosting both customer
satisfaction and employee
morale.

The same insurance company
was also able to cut its
operating expenses by 20%.

20%

A large bank’s contact center
saved over $600,000 in
employees’ annual work hours
with Kryon Attended Automation.

saved

$600,000
saved in employees'
annual work hours

Challenges

Boost
sales

Provide
excellent
customer
service

Ensure
regulatory
compliance

Streamline and
standardize work
processes

Deal with
time-consuming
computer
systems

Reduce
costs

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
Streamlines and
standardizes work
processes

Increases eﬃciency,
reliability, quality,
speed of service

Increases
total revenue

With Kryon’s full-cycle suite of automation solutions,
contact centers can easily identify and automate the
processes best suited for RPA – so they can quickly
start enjoying all the benefits of automation.

To discover all the benefits Kryon offers
Contact Centers, visit our webpage today.
Learn More

About Kryon's Full-Cycle Automation
Suite for Contact Centers
Kryon offers contact centers the most comprehensive and user-friendly suite of
modular RPA solutions. Kryon Attended Automation empowers CSRs to offer faster,
more personal, and more reliable service – while Kryon Unattended Automation
allows contact centers to offload entire processes to a virtual workforce. With our
innovative Hybrid Automation Solution, you can enjoy the full benefits of both
attended and unattended robots. Additionally, Kryon Process Discovery™ is the
only solution on the market that automatically identifies your most promising
automation opportunities, evaluates them, and generates automation workflows
– letting you cut your RPA implementation time by up to 80%.
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